The EuroPCom Market Place

An interactive opportunity for participants to bring in their projects and ideas, to exchange experience and best practices with other participants and to learn from each other.

Market Place

Interested in sharing and discussing your creative and innovative communication project with other communication's experts?
Want to raise awareness of a new project or to meet potential partners?
Send us your proposal to take part in our newly created Market Place! Projects will be set up in three camps:

- **The Election camp** will group projects related to the European elections.
- **The Citizens' camp** will present projects fostering local and regional communication and engagement at citizens' level.
- **The Digital camp** will showcase ideas and projects in the field of digital communication, in particular apps and online tools.

Election Camp

1. **The European Parliament elections 2019** with the "This time I'm voting" campaign; European Parliament
2. **YouVoteEU 2019**, a unique platform that allows you to vote on EU legislation and see which EU parliamentarians voted in the same way as you did; VoteWatch Europe
3. **Euandi2019**, the European voting advice application (VAA) aiming to help citizens make an informed choice in the EP elections; European University Institute and University of Lucerne
4. **Think European, vote local**: Awareness campaign for EU-citizens to register for the local elections in the Brussels-Capital Region; Brussels Commissioner for Europe and International Organisations
5. **Gen-Elect**, a platform that aims to educate young voters, especially first-time voters, about the EU; student initiative

Digital Camp

6. **European election results web app**, detailed results of past European elections in one web application; European Parliament
7. **Online cooperation between Interreg programmes**, developing integrated web platforms, including web hubs for the programmes as well as websites for co-financed projects and common communication management features
8. **Debating Europe**, a platform where YOU can debate the issues you care about with European politicians and experts;
9. **EUssentials app**, enabling people to stay up to date on EU affairs and news, and also to know who the key EU officials are; Cambre Associates
10. **Data visualisation catalogue**, a catalogue of data visualisation tools, open to all, to facilitate efficient analysis and to improve communication; EU Publications Office
11. **ERCCOMICS**, an innovative project to communicate about science and research using visual storytelling; European Research Council
12. **Anniversary videos and podcasts**: new approaches to citizen-targeted campaigns; European Investment Bank

13. **European Circular Economy Stakeholder Platform**, bringing together stakeholders active in the broad field of the circular economy in Europe; European Economic and Social Committee

14. **EU Beam me up!**, an interactive 360° film familiarising viewers with the EU and the institutions; EDIC Hannover

**Citizens' Camp**

15. **eurotopics**, a European press roundup with strong opinions from leading media in 32 European countries in German, English, French, Russian and Turkish; provided by the German Federal Agency for Civic Education, produced by n-ost

16. **We are Europe!**, a bottom-up conversation on Europe’s common future; Stiftung Zukunft Berlin

17. 'What Europe does for me', an internet tool to present the EU’s achievements from the citizens' perspective; European Parliament

18. **Organisational listening**, "The Holiday Participation Centre of Visit Flanders listens and learns on a large scale"; Visit Flanders

19. **European Commission Corporate Campaigns** communicating to citizens a Europe that delivers (InvestEU), empowers (EUandME) and protects (EU Protects); European Commission, DG Communication

20. **Reflecting on Europe/Future of Europe**, an initiative to provide a platform for citizen engagement in the ongoing debate on the future of Europe; European Committee of the Regions

21. **Cohesion Alliance**, a coalition of those who believe that EU cohesion policy must continue to be a pillar of the EU's future; European Committee of the Regions

22. **EU regions, cities and local authorities as change agents**, a campaign focusing on enhancing EU policy-making based on local evidence; European Committee of the Regions

23. **PERCEIVE project**, investigating, in different European regions, the extent to which citizens feel European and how far this is related to the implementation of European cohesion policy; coordinated by the University of Bologna

24. **The Road Trip Project** is above all a human adventure: a duo of young Europeans embark on a journey across the continent and explore a variety of EU-supported projects and activities; European Commission, DG Regional and Urban Policy

25. **Interreg Volunteer Youth**, an initiative to involve young people in communicating cooperation across European borders; Association of European Border Regions (AEBR)

26. **Millennial Dialogue on Europe**, analysing, interpreting and showcasing the key issues, action areas, and visions for the future of Europe according to European young people; Foundation for European Progressive Studies (FEPS)

27. **OpenEUDebate**, creating a platform that connects the debate on Europe in the institutions and transnational civil society platforms with national publics, to match EU policies with politics; Jean Monnet Network

28. **112 – One Europe, one number**: the common emergency number is an example of a specific, practical achievement of the EU. How can the highly respected fire and rescue services be used as ambassadors to promote the European project at local level?